Although feedback is often seen as a critical component of the learning process (Azevedo & Bernard, 1995; Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik, & Morgan, 1991; Chi & Wylie, 2014; Graham, Hebert, & Harris, 2015; Koedinger, Corbett, & Perfetti, 2012) , how features (e.g., its timing, complexity, or content) contribute to the effectiveness of feedback is largely disputed (Molloy & Boud, 2014; Mory, 2004; Shute, 2008) . Many open questions about effectiveness remain, especially in particular contexts. Furthermore, as the use of peer feedback during writing assignments increases, an understanding of how various feedback features affect students' use of peer feedback is critical to improving the advice given to students about how to construct useful feedback. Therefore, the goal of the current study was to further examine the effect of several important features of peer feedback, and in particular how peer feedback affects college students' likelihood to implement a comment and the quality of the revisions within Writing in the Discipline courses.
The research on feedback in general has a long history. At least two classic explanations for how feedback in general improves learning also apply to peer feedback: motivation that increases a general behavior (Brown, 1932; Symonds & Chase, 1929) and information that can be used by a learner to change performance in a particular direction (Pressey, 1926 (Pressey, , 1927 . For an example of the motivating function, praise is regularly included in models of good feedback (Grimm, 1986; Nilson, 2003; Saddler & Andrade, 2004) , despite the lack of evidence supporting the effectiveness of praise (Ferris, 1997; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996) . As an example of the additional information function, specific descriptions of the weaknesses or suggestions regarding how to improve performance can help a writer target problematic knowledge or skills (Gielen, Peeters, Dochy, Onghena, & Struyven, 2010) .
Nature of Feedback Model: Revisited
In the context of peer feedback on college writing, Nelson and Schunn (2009) proposed a theoretical model of feedback that described the relationships among several feedback features, potential internal mediators, and the likelihood of implementing the comments (see Figure 1) . In their nature of feedback model, they posited that these feedback features might be psychologically different-that is, some features (i.e., summarization, specificity, explanations, and scope) are more cognitive in nature, while other features (i.e., praise and mitigation) are more affective in nature. This distinction was especially important for explaining why these features might influence a writer's implementation of feedback. In particular, predictions were formulated from general psychological research for two potential mediators: understanding (e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Novick & Holyoak, 1991) and agreement (e.g., Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor, 1979) . Understanding was expected to influence how a writer responded to feedback in two ways: First, by understanding a comment, a writer might be more likely to implement a concrete suggestion, or second, by understanding a comment, a writer might be more likely to come up with a solution to a comment that lacked an explicit suggestion. In contrast to the especially cognitive nature of understanding, agreement was argued to have an affective component. Therefore, Nelson and Schunn (2009) predicted that the affective features would influence implementation by first influencing whether a writer agreed with the comment. To test these predictions, they randomly selected 24 students from a large introductory history course. For their in-depth analysis of 1,073 peer review comments, they conducted a series of chi-square and analysis of variance tests comparing the rate of implementation in feature-present and feature-absent comments. They concluded that several features influenced writers' implementation of feedback via understanding-that is, a comment was more likely to be implemented if the writer understood the problem, and certain features like summarization, solutions, and localization were more likely to improve a writer's understanding of the problem, while explanations of the problem were more likely to hurt the writer's understanding.
In the current study, we will also explore the effects of these feedback features on students' likelihood of implementation (i.e., whether the student implemented the comment). Although studies that have examined teacher provided feedback found that students implement most of the provided suggestions (Ene & Upton, 2014) , studies that focused on student provided feedback found lower rates of implementation (Nelson & Schunn, 2009; Patchan, Hawk, Stevens, & Schunn, 2013) . Note that teacher or peer feedback implementation has been previously examined in terms of uptake by applied linguists (Esmaeili & Behnam, 2014; Zoghi & Nikoopour, 2013) , but we will use the term implementation for consistency. We will also further explore the effects of these feedback features on the quality of their revisions (i.e., whether the revision improved the quality of the draft). Below is a set of predictions that considers both likelihood of implementation and revision quality. These predictions include a broader set of features based on an expanded and updated literature review relative to the Nelson and Schunn (2009) study. This expanded literature review primarily focuses on studies examining the effects of feedback on adult learners, typically at the undergraduate level.
Praise
Praise is defined as a comment that describes a positive feature of the paper. Advice for many different ages of learners about how to provide helpful feedback often suggests including praise (Grimm, 1986; Nilson, 2003; Saddler & Andrade, 2004) , and one common criterion of peer feedback quality is whether praise was offered (Gielen et al., 2010; Prins, Sluijsmans, & Kirschner, 2006) . College students often report preferring to receive a balance between praise and criticism (Agius & Wilkinson, 2014; Parkes, Abercrombie, & McCarty, 2013) , and teachers also assert that praise is important. However, these beliefs are not always reflected in teachers' commenting styles-that is, teachers' feedback to college students often lack any praise and usually includes fewer praise comments than students' feedback to peers (Cho, Schunn, & Charney, 2006; Orrell, 2006; Patchan, Charney, & Schunn, 2009) .
Despite students' and teachers' reported beliefs about praise, there is some debate on its usefulness. Although there is some evidence in studies of college students that praise may help build trust (Dohrenwend, 2002; LeBaron & Jernick, 2000) and motivate the receiver to respond to criticism (Bienstock et al., 2007; Hesketh & Laidlaw, 2002) , too much emphasis on the positive features may lead learners of all ages to overlook criticism and overestimate their performance (Richardson, 2004; Schlecht, 2008; Shute, 2008) . Even though praise seems to evoke positive emotions from students that may be motivating, it lacks the information necessary to reinforce a particular behavior-that is, learners of all ages may not repeat what was done well in the future if they do not know what was specifically done well in the first place (Voerman, Korthagen, Meijer, & Simons, 2014) . As a result, the motivating effects of praise must be examined on the likelihood of implementing other critical feedback. Therefore, when considering the impact of praise on students' likelihood of implementation, we predicted that the presence of praise would increase the likelihood of a student implementing other informational comments that are received.
Turning to the quality of revisions, studies conducted in second language writing (Ferris, 1997) as well as in clinical note-writing (Parkes et al., 2013) found that praise almost never impacted performance quality and in general, the effect size of praise is typically quite small (Cohen's d ϭ 0.09; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996) . (Nelson & Schunn, 2009 ). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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2 PATCHAN, SCHUNN, AND CORRENTI Therefore, when considering the impact of praise on students' ability to revise, we predicted that the presence of praise would have no effect on the quality of the revisions.
Solutions
A solution is defined as a comment that suggests how to fix a problem or improve the quality of the text. Students often reported a strong preference for receiving solutions (Agius & Wilkinson, 2014; Ferris, 1995) . However, in a recent multiple-case study of 10 second language learners, the majority of the students reported a preference for the teacher to mark the errors and label them by type but not provide corrections (Ferris, Liu, Sinha, & Senna, 2013) . Moreover, despite the teachers' indications that providing solutions was important for students' writing ability development (Orsmond & Merry, 2011) , students received a surprisingly low amount of solutions from their teachers (Duncan, Prowse, Wakeman, & Harrison, 2007; Weaver, 2006) . When comparing the commenting styles of teachers and peers, college students received almost three times more solutions from their teacher than from their peers (Cho et al., 2006) . However, commenting styles also varied among teachers: A college writing instructor provided almost twice as many solutions as a content instructor with the amount of solutions provided by peers falling between the writing instructor and content instructor (Patchan et al., 2009) .
The majority of prior research on the effectiveness of solutions has been focused on second-language learners. Typically, receiving solutions helped these learners improve their writing performance (AbuSeileek & Abualsha'r, 2014; Bitchener, 2012; Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005; Nelson & Schunn, 2009; Shintani, Ellis, & Suzuki, 2014; Sugita, 2006; Tseng & Tsai, 2007; Van Beuningen, De Jong, & Kuiken, 2012) . However, solutions were not equally helpful under all conditions. For tenth graders, receiving solutions that focused on incompleteness during the early part of the writing process was more helpful than receiving solutions that directly corrected errors, which had either no effect when provided earlier in the writing process or were harmful when provided later in the writing process (Tseng & Tsai, 2007) . Receiving solutions was more helpful for lower proficient writers, while receiving descriptions of the problems only was sufficient for advanced learners (Bitchener, 2012) . For secondary students, receiving solutions was more helpful for improving writers' grammatical errors, while receiving descriptions of the problems was more helpful for improving writers' nongrammatical errors (Van Beuningen et al., 2012) . Based on this prior research that focused heavily on second language learners, we can make the tentative predictions: (a) The presence of a solution may increase the likelihood of a student implementing a particular comment, and (b) a revision made based on a comment with a solution may be more likely to improve the quality of the paper than a revision made based on a comment without a solution. However, it may be that solutions do not play such a critical role for more advanced writers, possibly because solutions provided by peers on more complex problems (rather than the more basic writing issues of relevance to second language learners) are either not well conceived or not well described.
Localization
When comments are made directly in the margins of the document, it is relatively clear whether the problem occurs. However, such marginalia often leads to a significant amount of low-level prose comments (Ene & Upton, 2014) , and some comments refer to multiple locations, and thus peer commentaries often are asked to include or focus on 'end comments' (Ferris et al., 2013) . However, end comments require extra work by the review or author to determine the relevant text location(s). A localized comment is defined as a comment that explicitly refers to the location of the issue. This feature is also commonly recommended in guides for college students about providing helpful feedback on writing (Nilson, 2003) . In a study of end comments, college students and instructors did not differ in the amount of localized comments they provide-localization occurred in about half the comments (Patchan et al., 2009 ). Litman and colleagues (Nguyen, Xiong, & Litman, 2014; Xiong, Litman, & Schunn, 2012) have developed tools that automatically detect the absence of localization in peer feedback, pushing both students and instructors to provide additional localization.
Localization is likely to be particularly important when the problematic behavior could occur in multiple locations (e.g., lengthy writing assignments). Surprisingly little research has examined the impact of localized comments in writing. In one study, college writers were more likely to understand the problem after receiving a localized comment, which resulted in a greater likelihood of implementation (Nelson & Schunn, 2009) .
Localization has been examined in other domains. Within the study of intelligent tutors, researchers have examined the impact of error-flagging on performance and learning. Error-flagging refers to the marking of errors without providing additional information about what the error is or how to fix it. Error-flagging consistently helps students complete problems more quickly (Corbett & Anderson, 1991 , 2001 . Students who received error-flagging feedback on tests scored higher than those who did not receive errorflagging feedback (Kumar, 2010 (Kumar, , 2012 . However, students did not perform better than those who received immediate feedback or demand feedback (Corbett & Anderson, 1991 , 2001 . In general, error-flagging did not improve learning-that is, performance on transfer tasks did not differ between conditions (Hausmann et al., 2013; Kumar, 2010) . Students did not express a preference for error-flagging over other types of feedback (Corbett & Anderson, 1991 , 2001 .
In a series of studies, Goodman and Wood have explored the effect of feedback specificity on performance and learning. While training undergraduates how to manage employees, localized feedback positively influenced performance but had no direct effect on learning Goodman, Wood, & Chen, 2011; Goodman, Wood, & Hendrickx, 2004) . Two possible reasons that may have contributed to the lack of an effect on learning were explored. First, learning outcomes were dependent upon the learning opportunities available to the participants, and while localized feedback improved participants' managerial decisions (i.e., participants made more correct decisions about how to manage simulated employees), it also limited their learning opportunities to how to deal with employees who demonstrated good performance (i.e., as participants made better managerial decisions, their simulated employees were more likely to performed This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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well; . Second, although processing explicit information was positively related to learning, localized feedback negatively affected how much students processed explicit information (Goodman et al., 2011) . On the basis of these diverse prior studies, when considering the impact of localization on students' likelihood of implementation, we predicted that students would be more likely to implement localized comments than comments that were not localized. The likely impact on quality of revision is less clear. On the one hand, localization may improve understanding and thus revision quality. On the other hand, localization may limit which possible revisions to complex problems are explored, thereby reducing revision quality.
Focus of Feedback
The focus of feedback is defined as the topic of the issue being described in the feedback (e.g., grammar, word choice, clarity, transitions, accuracy of content). The focus of feedback is especially relevant for Writing in the Discipline environments, where different kinds of knowledge, such as disciplinary knowledge (i.e., subject matter knowledge and genre knowledge), rhetorical knowledge, and writing process knowledge, are essential to effective writing (Bazerman, 2008; Beaufort, 2004; Prior, 2006) . Writers, who vary in both writing ability and disciplinary knowledge, might respond differently to feedback about prose issues (i.e., a comment that addresses writing issues-such as clarity of main ideas and transitions between those ideas) versus substance issues (i.e., a comment that addresses issues with the content of the writingsuch as missing or inaccurate content). Moreover, because novice writers are less likely to naturally attend to global issues (Hayes, Flower, Schriver, Stratman, & Carey, 1987) , distinguishing between low-level prose issues (e.g., grammar, word choice, spelling) and high-level prose issues (e.g., transitions, appropriate evidence, inclusion of counterarguments) is also important. Research on writing pedagogy broadly also considers these distinctions using terms like lower order concerns versus higher order concerns and form-focused feedback versus meaning-based feedback or content-based feedback. Therefore, three foci of feedback will be considered in this study: low prose, high prose, and substance.
In a survey of 1,000 students conducted by Turnitin (2013) , an online provider of services for plagiarism-prevention, online grading, and peer review, students reported that feedback focusing on particular high-prose issue (i.e., thesis/development) was the most valuable feedback from teachers, but they also preferred receiving feedback focusing on another high-prose issue (i.e., composition/ structure) and a low-prose issue (i.e., grammar/mechanics). The students' perception of valuable feedback matches the types of feedback found to be provided by instructors-that is, instructors tend to provide feedback focusing more on high-prose issues than low-prose issues (Ene & Upton, 2014; Patchan, Schunn, & Clark, 2011) , and tutors at writing centers are strongly encouraged to focus on higher order concerns rather than lower order concerns, suggesting that educators value feedback focused on high-prose and substance issues more so than feedback focused on low-prose issues (Nakamaru, 2010) . However, the focus of feedback is likely to depend on prior knowledge of the feedback provider and the receiver. For example, when comparing a college content instructor's feedback to a writing instructor's feedback, the content instructor provided more solutions focused on substance than the writing instructor or peers, while the writing instructor provided more solutions focused on high prose than the peers, who in turn provided more than the content instructor (Patchan et al., 2009) . In a study of college teacher perspectives, teachers of mostly mainstream first-year writing courses often reported providing more language-focused feedback for second language learners than for native English speakers (Ferris, Brown, Liu, & Stine, 2011) . Among peers, high-ability reviewers and low-ability reviewers provided similar amounts of high-prose comments; however, highability reviewers provided more substance and low-prose comments than low-ability reviewers on papers of lower quality (Patchan et al., 2013) .
The prior research on the effects of the different types of focus has supported the obvious expectation that the implementation rates of each focus depended on the amount received-that is, students who received more feedback that focused on high prose also implemented more feedback that focused on high prose (Ene & Upton, 2014) , and similarly, students who received more feedback that focused on low-prose and substance issues also implemented more feedback that focused on low-prose and substance issues (Patchan et al., 2013) . Similar effects were found on draft quality. For third graders, the amount of content feedback received predicted the quality of content in the final draft, and the amount of surface feedback received predicted the quality of writing mechanics in the final draft (Matsumura, Patthey-Chavez, Valdes, & Garnier, 2002) . In contrast to these benefits of content-based feedback and despite teachers' and students' preference for highprose and substance feedback, Zohrabi and Rezaie (2012) found added value to low-prose feedback-that is, English as a foreign language (EFL) students wrote higher quality posttest essays after receiving both form-focused and meaning-based feedback in comparison to EFL students who received just meaning-based feedback.
Because much of the prior research did not address whether focus was related to likelihood of implementation or whether these revisions improved quality, we can make only tentative, pragmatic predictions based on typical areas of strength and weakness in student writing and revision. Specifically, we predicted that the likelihood of implementing a low-prose comment would be higher than the likelihood of implementing high-prose or substance feedback because the low-prose issues are easier to address. Furthermore, when considering the impact of the focus of feedback on students' ability revise, we predicted that a revision made based on a comment that focused on high prose or substance would more likely improve the quality of the paper than a revision made based on a comment that focused on low prose.
Amount of Feedback
Assignments requiring peer feedback often involve receiving feedback from multiple peers, which can amount to a large number of comments for the writer to process (e.g., a mean of 48 comments per document in Nelson & Schunn, 2009) . Given the sheer volume of feedback received, implementing multiple peer feedback may be especially difficult from a cognitive load perspective. Writing, in general, and revision, in particular, have previously been described as high-cognitive-load tasks (Hayes et al., 1987; Kellogg, 1994; Kirkland & Saunders, 1991) . Cognition and learnThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
4 PATCHAN, SCHUNN, AND CORRENTI ing can often be negatively influenced when the student's cognitive capacity is exceeded by the learning task at hand (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004; van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005) . Therefore, when considering the impact of the amount of feedback on students' likelihood of implementation, we predicted that students who received a larger number of comments or longer comments might implement fewer comments than students who received fewer comments or shorter comments. Similarly, when sifting through a vast number of comments, the writer may use less effective strategies when choosing which comments to implement (Ariely, 2000; Iselin, 1988) . For example, a writer may revise using only the comments that are easier to implement (e.g., comments focused on low prose) or ignore long comments, which may have little to no impact on the draft quality. Therefore, when considering the impact of the amount of feedback on revision quality, we predicted that revisions made by students who received a larger number of comments or longer comments might be less likely to improve the quality of the draft in response to any given comment.
Summary of Hypotheses
Several hypotheses were derived from this literature review. First, praise was expected to increase a writer's likelihood of implementation but have no effect on one's ability to revise. Second, solutions were expected to either increase or have no effect on a writer's likelihood of implementation, and similarly, they were expected to improve or have no effect on one's ability to revise. Third, localization was expected to increase a writer's likelihood of implementation, but expectations in regards to one's ability to revise were less clear-that is, localized comments could either improve or reduce one's ability to revise. Fourth, low-prose comments were more likely to be implemented than high-prose or substance comments, but high-prose and substance comments were more likely to lead to greater improvements. Finally, the amount of feedback was expected to decrease both a writer's likelihood of implementation as well as one's ability to revise.
Current Study
The goal of the current study was to further examine the effect of several important features of peer feedback by testing a revised theoretical model that includes a broader set of features (i.e., focus of feedback and amount of feedback) and considers both students' likelihood of implementation and the quality of the revision. Moreover, the current study involves a more sophisticated analytic technique that better controls for covariation among features at the comment, author, and reviewer levels. Prior research might have misrepresented the contributions of particular features because it rarely considered co-occurrence among features. For example, Ene and Upton (2014) also examined the amount of different feedback features (i.e., topic/focus, corrective/negative vs. noncorrective, direct vs. indirect, and explicit vs. implicit) and the likelihood of implementing of those comments. However, they did not examine the relationships among the features (e.g., whether the effectiveness of explicit vs. implicit comments vary by focus). It may be that explicit comments are provided more often for low-prose problems, and these are easier to implement. Thus, apparent benefits of explicit comments may just be a matter of a confound with focus. Such confounds could occur at the comment level (i.e., a comment about low prose is likely to be explicit) or they could occur at the author level (i.e., documents receiving many explicit comments could have proportionally many low-prose issues being noted). By controlling for the covariation among the various possible predictions at both levels, we provide a better estimate of the true effects of each feedback feature. We will further highlight this confound by comparing a statistical model with the target feature alone to a statistical model with all the features of feedback.
Method Overview
The current study was part of a larger study that examined multiple aspects of why students learn from peer assessment, including the benefits for the author of receiving feedback (Patchan & Schunn, in press) and the benefits for the reviewer of providing feedback (Patchan & Schunn, 2015) , in contrast to the current focus on the relative effectiveness of different forms of peer feedback. To examine the effectiveness of the different features and focus of peer feedback, the effects of amount, features, and focus of comments received on the implementation rate and the revision quality were observed.
Course Context
This study was conducted in an Introduction to Psychological Science course at a large, public research university in the southeast United States. The specific class and assignment context was selected to represent an authentic writing assignment that occurred in a large, content course as part of the Writing in the Discipline program. This course was a popular general education course that students commonly took to meet one of their social science requirements. In addition, it was compulsory for not only all psychology majors, but also for a number of other majors as well, including education and nursing. Because this course was very large (i.e., 838 students), three sections were offered, each taught by a different lecturer. Students were also required to attend one of 24 different lab sections taught by 12 graduate student teaching assistants.
Participants
Multiple research studies were implemented in this class. From the 838 students enrolled in the class, 432 were randomly selected to participate in a study of matching versus mismatching reviewerauthor ability pairings. Within those students, coding was done exhaustively for all reviews received on a feasible but still large subset to optimize on analyses of the effect on authors (i.e., N ϭ 189). Documents were selected on the basis of maximizing availability of supporting data (i.e., documents of authors who completed several surveys were given a higher priority in the selection process over documents of authors who did not complete any surveys), although this selection process had little effect on document quality (M selected ϭ 3.8, SD ϭ 0.5; M not selected ϭ 3.7, SD ϭ 0.6), t(428) ϭ 1.42, p ϭ .16, and, thus, the selected participants are broadly representative of the larger class. The current study reanalyzes that large coded dataset. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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This sample represented students (77% female) at all levels with a predominance of less advanced students (i.e., 58% freshmen, 27% sophomores, 10% juniors, and 5% seniors) as well as a great variety of majors (i.e., of the declared majors: 30% social sciences, 30% natural sciences, 14% engineering, 13% education, 6% computer science, and 6% business). Although specific information about the participants' linguistic or cultural background was not collected, approximately 8% of the students at this particular university were international students.
Procedure
Participants completed three main tasks: (a) wrote a first draft, (b) reviewed peers' texts, and (c) revised own text based on peer feedback. At the end of the first month of the semester, participants had one week to write their first draft and submit it online using the Web-based peer review functions of turnitin.com. For this writing task, they were expected to produce a three-page paper in which they evaluated whether MSNBC.com, a U.S. digital news provider, accurately reported a psychological study-applying concepts from the "Research Methods" chapter covered in lecture and lab in the prior week. After the first draft deadline passed, participants were assigned four papers to review that were either from peers with lower writing ability or peers with higher writing ability. Writing ability was determined by a composite of four self-reported ability measures-that is, the average z scores (i.e., student's score minus group mean divided by group standard deviation) of Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) verbal, 1 SAT writing, and the final grades in the first and second semester composition courses.
2 This combination of measures provided a more generalizable ability measure that one can also obtain easily for future research or practical applications. The SAT verbal scores (i.e., a more general cognitive ability measure, Frey & Detterman, 2004 ) and the SAT writing scores (i.e., a more specific ability measure) were highly correlated (r ϭ .71) such that it would not be possible to examine effects of each separately in the data analyses. To further validate this measure of writing ability, the first draft quality score (see the Coding Process: Quality of Writing section for more details; rubric details are in Appendix A) was compared between the high authors and low authors. An independent t test on the sample of 189 participants revealed a significant difference in author ability: The high authors (N ϭ 93, M ϭ 17.0, SD ϭ 3.8) produced higher quality first drafts than the low authors (N ϭ 96, M ϭ 14.8,
Participants received no formal training on how to review their peers' papers. Rather, they were given a handout with the assignment details (see the Review Support Structures section). In addition to the assignment handout instructing students to generate end comments, the turnitin.com peer review functions also primarily focused on generating end comments rather than marginalia. Reviewers were able to tag specific locations in the text that could be used in the end comment to indicate where a particular problem existed; however, this function was not obvious and most students did not use it. Finally, the reviews were anonymous-that is, a pseudonym was used to identify both the writer and the reviewer.
Finally, participants were able to access the peer feedback online once the reviewing deadline had passed. The participants were given one week to revise their draft based on the peer feedback. The teaching assistants provided final grades for the paper.
Review Support Structures
Participants were provided with a detailed rubric to use for the reviewing task, which shaped what comments were available for analysis in this study. The rubric included commonly used general reviewing suggestions (e.g., be nice, be constructive, be specific) and specific guidelines, which described the three reviewing dimensions that have been applied in many disciplinary writing settings: flow, argument logic, and insight. For each commenting dimension, a number of questions were provided to prompt the reviewer to consider the paper using several particular lenses. The flow dimension focused on whether the main ideas and the transitions between the ideas were clear (e.g., did the writing flow smoothly so you could follow the main argument? Did you understand what each argument was and did the ordering of the points made sense to you?). The argument logic dimension focused on whether the main ideas were appropriately supported and whether obvious counterarguments were considered (e.g., did the author just make some claims or did the author provide some supporting arguments or evidence for those claims? Did the author consider obvious counterarguments, or were they just ignored?). The insight dimension focused on whether a perspective beyond the assigned texts and other course materials was provided (e.g., did the author just summarize what everybody in the class would already know from coming to class and doing the assigned readings, or did the author tell you something new? Did the author provide an original and interesting alternative explanation?). The purpose of these specific guidelines was to direct the participants' attention primarily toward global writing issues (Wallace & Hayes, 1991) .
Finally, participants rated the quality of the papers using a 5-point scale (1 ϭ very poor to 5 ϭ very good). They rated six aspects of the paper within the three commenting dimensions of flow (i.e., how well the paper stayed on topic and how well the paper was organized), argument logic (i.e., how persuasively the paper made its case, how well the author explained why causal conclusions cannot be made from correlational studies, and whether all the relevant information from the research article was provided), and insight (i.e., how interesting and original the paper's conclusion was to the reviewer). For each rating, participants were given descriptive anchors to help with determining which rating was most appropriate.
Coding Process
Several different methods of calculating interrater reliability were used because there were different types of data. For categorical data (e.g., coding of peer feedback, implementation, revision quality), we will primarily report Cohen's kappa. Because some of the kappa values were in the low range, we also included percent agreement. For continuous data (e.g., quality of writing), we will report consistency using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), which has a similar interpretation to Cronbach's alpha.
Quality of writing. Two outside writing experts (i.e., rhetoric graduate students who taught at least eight semesters of undergraduate composition) rated the quality of the first drafts. The rubric used by the participants was elaborated for the expert coders to examine quality at a more fine-grained level (see Appendix A for rubric details). For example, the students' dimension of "how well this paper was organized" was further divided into two dimensions for the experts: "how well this paper was organized around a main idea" and "how well transitions connected paragraphs." A similar 5-point scale (1 ϭ very poor to 5 ϭ very good) was used. The final interrater reliability was high (ICC ϭ 0.84; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) .
Coding peer feedback. The peers' written feedback was coded to determine how different features and focus of comments affected the implementation rate and the revision quality. Five undergraduate research assistants were trained to code each feature and focus. Because some of the reliabilities were moderate, comments were exhaustively double coded, and pairs of coders were required to come to consensus on all disagreement cases to improve effective reliability and reduce coding noise-kappa values are presented for each type.
First, the feedback was segmented into comments based on idea units because reviewers frequently commented about multiple issues within one dimension (e.g., transitions, use of examples, word choice). An idea unit was defined as a contiguous comment that refers to a single issue. To illustrate, the feedback in Figure 2 was segmented into six comments. Although the reviewer numbered the comments, several of these pieces of feedback focused on multiple issues. As one example, the second (as numbered by the peer) piece of feedback described two different flow problems: (a) One of the sentences seemed out of place, and (b) subject variables were only briefly mentioned and seemed like a randomly inserted topic. We segmented this piece of feedback into its two conceptual comments.
Second, each comment (N ϭ 7,641) was coded for the presence/ absence of four independent features (see Appendix B for definitions and examples of each code): summary ( ϭ .60; percent agreement was 95%), praise ( ϭ .90), problems ( ϭ .85), and solutions ( ϭ .90). All comments that were previously coded as either problem or solution (i.e., criticism comments) were coded for the presence/absence of localization ( ϭ .63; percent agreement was 92%) and the focus (i.e., low prose, high prose, or substance, ϭ .54; percent agreement was 78%). Many issues can involve both high prose and substance; these comments were always coded as substance comments. Finally, comments with summary statements (i.e., paraphrase, rating, structure, ϭ .95), praise (i.e., highly positive, moderately positive, no descriptive, rubric, no change), and localization (i.e., quote, text, topic, general, ϭ .92) were further broken down into different types. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
mented comments, and the types of feedback coded. Figure 2 demonstrates how the segmented comments in one piece of feedback were coded. Implementation rate. To examine the implementation rate of the comments, the same two writing experts coded whether the writer implemented a revision that addressed the issue identified in each criticism comment ( ϭ .74; percent agreement was 89%). Microsoft Word's "compare documents" function applied to the second versus first drafts was used to facilitate this process. As long as the writer appeared to attempt a revision based on the comment, it was coded as implemented (see Appendix C for examples). A small percentage of comments (5%) were excluded from analysis for being too vague or unclear to determine whether they were implemented (e.g., "If anything, the paper should be a little spruced up").
Revision quality. For comments that were implemented, the same two writing experts rated the quality of the revision that was associated with the implementation, with moderate interrater reliability ( ϭ .58; percent agreement was 83%). This quality rating was on a binary scale: A rating of 0 indicated either no change in the quality of the paper or a decrease in the quality of the paper (a rare outcome, and hence collapsed with no change), and a rating of 1 indicated an increase in the quality of the paper (see Appendix C for examples).
Statistical Models
We conducted a series of two-level, cross-classified, hierarchical logistic regression models with two different outcomes. In the first set of statistical models we were interested in examining the effect of several important features of peer feedback on students' likelihood of implementation (i.e., implement a comment). In the second set of statistical models, we examined only implementable comments to determine which features of peer feedback enhanced the writers' ability to revise (i.e., revision quality). Some features of peer feedback are likely to affect implementation and revision quality at the comment level-for example, a writer may be more likely to implement a comment with mitigating praise. However, similar predictions cannot be made for a comment with only praise (i.e., one that lacks a description of the problem or potential solution) because there is no problem to be revised. Therefore, praise can only have an effect on implementation and revision quality at the writer level (i.e., influence revisions in response to the other comments received). The examined features were divided into comment-level variables (i.e., mitigating praise, solutions, localization, and focus) and writer-level variables (i.e., praise).
Adding further complexity to the structure of our data, the dependent variables were not independent observations. The 189 writers received 2,714 implementable comments (892 of which were implemented) from 351 reviewers. Further, the data were not Feedback (i.e., all the comments from one reviewer for a given reviewing dimension) was segmented into comments.
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cleanly nested-that is, comments were nested within both writers and reviewers, but reviewers were not nested within writers or vice versa. Therefore, to account for the cross-classified nesting of data, we used a two-level, cross-classified, hierarchical logistic regression model (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) , where comments were nested in reviewer-writer pairs. We used a full penalized quasilikelihood method of estimation in HLM 7 (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2004 
where ijk are the log-odds estimates of the likelihood of implementing a comment i from a given writer-reviewer pair, 0jk is the average log-odds estimates of the likelihood of implementing a comment within the cell jk, pjk (p ϭ 1, 2 . . ., P) are commentlevel coefficients for each predictor p from a given writer-reviewer pair jk, and ␣ pijk are comment-level peer feedback predictors for each comment i from a given writer-reviewer pair jk. Level 2 model. We include 1. . .r writer-level predictors 4 (i.e., writer ability, the score for first draft quality, and total received comments variables such as total word count of received comments, number of comments, number of implementable comments, and amount of praise comments) and one reviewer-level variable (i.e., reviewer ability) for each of the p Level 1 predictors. Writer ability was measured using the composite measure described above in the procedure. Reviewer ability was operationalized as the writing ability of the reviewer (i.e., writing ability composite measure for each reviewer). The Level 2 model uses writer-level variables and reviewer-level variables, as well as the interaction between writer ability and reviewer ability as predictors for each of the ( pjk ) comment-level coefficients. The general form of the statistical model is
where 0 is the model intercept (i.e., the expected log-odds estimates of the likelihood of implementation pjk when all predictors are set to zero), ␤ p is the fixed effect of reviewer ability (X k ), ␥ pr are the fixed effects of writer-level predictors (W rj , r ϭ 1. . .R), ␦ pjk is the fixed effect of the interaction between writer ability and reviewer ability (Z jk ), and b 00j and c 00k are residual writer and reviewer random effects, respectively, on pjk , after taking into account X k , W rj , and Z jk . We assume that b 00j~N ͑0, b00 ͒ and c 00k~N ͑0, c00 ͒ and that the effects are independent of each other.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes all the predictors that were included in the statistical models. Most comment-level variables (i.e., mitigating praise, problem/solution, localization, and focus) were dichotomous variables added as uncentered variables in the statistical models. One of the control variables (i.e., word count) was also at the comments level, but because it was continuous, it was grandmean centered. Writer-level and reviewer-level variables (i.e., overall praise and additional control variables) were grand-mean centered. The statistical models also controlled for writer ability, reviewer ability, the interaction between writer and reviewer ability, first draft quality, and amount of feedback received (i.e., number of comments, number of implementable comments, word count). Table 2 summarizes the relations among the predictors as well as between the predictors and the outcome variables (i.e., implementation and revision quality). Because the predictors are dichotomous, we reported tetrachoric correlations. Given the large samples, many of the relationships were statistically significant and thus collectively may shape the outcomes of the regression analyses, but the majority of these relations were relatively small correlations (i.e., r Ͻ |.3|). There were several very strong correlations, reflecting within-category alternatives: Comments with problems only, comments with solutions only, and comments with both problems and solutions were negatively correlated, and comments focused on low prose, comments focused on high prose, and comments focused on substance were negatively correlated. Importantly, the correlations across broad categories (i.e., praise, comment features, localization, focus) were not large in magnitude, which suggests that the inclusion of predictors across broad categories in the full model is possible. Also note that the correlations between localization and each type of focus (i.e., low prose, high prose, and substance) were negligible, which suggests that localization was not likely to be confounded with focus. Finally, the correlations between the predictors and revision quality foreshadow the findings from the partial models-that is, there was a strong negative association with localization and focus was a major predictor correlated with revision quality. Given the magnitude of the relationship between low-prose comments and revision quality (r ϭ Ϫ.57), both high-prose and substance comments will likely be positive predictors of revision quality when lowprose comments is the reference.
In addition to the full statistical models (i.e., control variables plus all of the feedback features), we also examined several partial statistical models (i.e., control variables plus only a subgroup of the feedback features) to further explore how different features add explanatory power.
3 The second statistical model (not described here) is exactly the same with two exceptions. First, the outcome changes because the focus is on the relationship between features of peer feedback and revision quality. Second, because the outcome changes, the only comments examined in this model were the ones that were actually implemented by writers. However, the nesting structure, variance components, predictors and coefficients remain the same in both models. 4 In preliminary analyses, we also controlled for writer demographics, but the inclusion of these predictors did not change the coefficients in any appreciable way. Therefore, we removed them from the model, and we report the more parsimonious results in Table 4 . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Given that the dependent variables are binary, there is no estimate for Level 1 variance, which prevents us from reporting proportion of explained variance for each model. Instead, we compare the fit of each partial and full model to a baseline model that only includes the control variables using the Akaike information criterion (AIC), which is a conservative fit index that penalizes for additional parameters. Overall, the full statistical model for implementation was a good fit to the data and significantly reduced AIC-adjusted deviance from the baseline model: 2 (10) ϭ 51.11, p Ͻ .001. For revision quality, the AIC-adjusted deviance increased between the baseline model and full model. For the partial models predicting revision quality, however, significant reductions in AIC-adjusted deviance were observed when particular features of peer feedback were added separately.
We will discuss the results of the statistical models grouped by each important feature of peer feedback (including praise, problem/solution, localization, and focus). The frequency of each feature varied, so we will first report the prevalence of each feature (see Table 3 )-the descriptive information refers to the aggregate for the writer (i.e., number of times each dummy is "1" nested within writers). Next, we will describe the effects of that feature on implementation (see Table 4 ) and revision quality (see Table 5 ). Because the full and the partial statistical models generally found similar results, we will discuss the effects controlling for all other explanatory variables (i.e., results of the full statistical model). Finally, we will discuss results from the partial statistical models when there were discrepancies from the full statistical model. On average, students received a total of 40 comments (SD ϭ 9) from their peers. Only 41% of the comments were implementable (i.e., described a problem or offered a solution to a problem; M ϭ 16 implementable comments; SD ϭ 7). In their revisions, students typically tried to incorporate about 33% of these implementable comments (M ϭ 5 comments were implemented; SD ϭ 5). Thus, on average, only five of 40 comments (roughly 13%) led to writer revisions from their first to second drafts.
Probabilities for implementing a comment were calculated directly from the statistical model estimates.
5 For example, the base probability 6 of a comment being implemented was calculated using the following formula:
Substituting the predicted log-odds estimate for ( 0 ) of Ϫ0.79 into Equation 3, we observe a 31% likelihood of implementation adjusting for all predictors in the statistical model. In other words, holding all other predictors constant, for every comment a writer received they were only likely to implement that comment in 31% of all opportunities. The change in the probability of implementing 5 Probabilities for the likelihood of improving the quality of the text were calculated using the exact same formula for coefficients from the second model. 6 Base probability is the probability when all of the dummy variables equal zero. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
10 PATCHAN, SCHUNN, AND CORRENTI a comment given a particular feature of peer feedback was calculated using the following formula:
Therefore, to determine the change in likelihood for each additional comment containing praise for a writer, the predicted logodds estimate for ␤ 1 of 0.10 was added to the intercept and substituted into the equation. For one additional praise comment beyond the mean, the writers, on average, had a higher likelihood of implementing comments (33%). In other words, a writer was 2% more likely to implement a comment for each additional praise comment received. With the exception of praise, all other predictor variables of interest in our statistical models are dichotomous (also, note that all control variables are continuous). Therefore, the relative magnitudes of their effects (i.e., the change in likelihood of implementation for our first model and the change in likelihood of improved quality after revision for our second model) are directly comparable. We summarize the magnitudes of the results for our significant covariates visually in Figure 4 , with thicker arrows corresponding to greater change in probability of the outcome.
Praise
Given the motivational aspect of praise, comments including praise were expected to increase the likelihood of a writer implementing comments. However, the presence of praise was not expected to influence the quality of the revisions. Praise was commonly used in peer feedback-that is, 64% of all comments included some form of praise. Most of these comments (52% of all comments) included only praise (e.g., "I enjoyed the analogy of what the author stated at the end of how correlation is not causation. It really helped me see what the author was trying to get at when they stated the example of the ice cream and drowning being correlated, very smart!"). Praise was also used to mitigate a criticism comment in 12% of all comments (e.g., "The last paragraph does a great job explaining why causal conclusions cannot be made from the study, but the author doesn't really relate this to the article by Choney.").
As predicted, praise affected students' likelihood of implementation (see Column 6 in Table 4) but not the quality of their revision (see Column 6 in Table 5 ). Interestingly, mitigating praise had a different influence on implementation than praise only comments. As noted above, writers were 2% more likely to implement comments per additional praise comment received. By contrast, a comment with mitigating praise was 10% less likely to be implemented than a comment without mitigating praise. Meanwhile, receiving praise comments in either form had no effect on the likelihood of improving the quality of the text. The results from the partial statistical models were consistent with the full statistical models (see Column 2 in Tables 4 and 5 ), but the partial statistical model was not a significantly better fit than the baseline model, for implementation: 2 (2) ϭ 2.34, p ϭ .31, for revision quality: 2 (2) Ͻ 1, p ϭ .71. Unlike the finding in the Nelson and Schunn (2009) study, praise affected students' likelihood of implementation, but the relationship was complex. These results suggest that although praise overall could have a motivating effect on a writer when controlling for other features, praise being used to mitigate or soften the blow of a critique may have the unintended effect of allowing the writer to overlook the problem with his or her text.
Problem/Solution
Prior research, focusing heavily on second language learners, has demonstrated that the presence of a solution was expected to increase the likelihood of both implementing comments and improving the quality of the paper. However, if solutions do not play a critical role for more advanced writers, the presence of solutions might not influence either one. Of implementable comments, 45% described only a problem, 37% only offered a solution, and 17% both described a problem and offered a solution. Having only a solution embedded in a comment was marginally significantly related to the likelihood of implementing the comment. Students were 4% less likely to implement a comment that only offered a solution than a comment that only described a problem. Furthermore, the ignored comments tended to be at a higher level: 46% of the ignored comments suggested how to fix a high-prose issue and 36% of the ignored comments suggested how to fix a substance problem. Receiving a solution did not affect the likelihood of improving the quality of the text. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Unlike the finding in the Nelson and Schunn (2009) study, students in the current study were not more willing to revise after receiving a comment with a solution (see Column 3 in Table 4 ). Moreover, receiving a solution did not influence the likelihood of improving the quality of the draft (see Column 3 in Table 5 ). The results from the partial statistical models were more similar to the finding in the Nelson and Schunn (2009) study, suggesting the prior finding was an artifact of confounds in the comment features. A comment was 7% more likely to be implemented if it included both a description of the problem and a suggested solution. However, the partial statistical model was not a significantly better fit than the baseline model, for implementation: 2 (2) Ͻ 1, p ϭ .62, for revision quality: 2 (2) ϭ 2.57, p ϭ .28. Similar to the Nelson and Schunn (2009) study, the addition of solutions led to more revisions but only in the absence of other feedback features. When accounting for the other features, the effect disappears. These results suggest that when controlling for the other features, solutions that are provided by peers do not seem to play as critical a role.
Localization of Critiques
Prior research from a diverse range of contexts supported our prediction that a writer would be more likely to implement a localized comment. However, it was less clear how localization would affect a student's ability to revise. If localization improved understanding, it might also help a student improve the quality of the paper. However, if exclusive revision on localized comments crowded out a focus on more substantive issues, it would likely reduce revision quality. Only 25% of the implementable comments were localized. As expected, on average, students were 17% more likely to implement a comment that was localized than a comment that was not localized.
Interestingly, the effect varied by type of localization, with most of the localization techniques being much more effective. More specifically, a comment was approximately 29% more likely to be implemented if the localization mentioned a specific location in the text (11% of implementable comments), identified quotes within the text (4% of implementable comments), or mentioned a general location that could be found in any paper, such as the introduction (4% of implementable comments) than if no localization was present. However, if the localization described the topic being discussed in the paper (3% of implementable comments) there was no significant benefit of localization. Although comments were more likely to be implemented if localized, localization in general did not increase the likelihood of improved revision quality. The only type of localization that significantly predicted improvements in revision was localization that mentioned a specific location in the text, which actually decreased the likelihood of an improvement in quality by 2%. The results from the partial statistical models were generally consistent with the full statistical models (see Column 4 in Tables 5 and 6 ). In the partial statistical model, localization that identified quotes within the text also significantly decreased the likelihood of an improvement in quality by 1%. These partial statistical models were a significantly better fit than the baseline model, for implementation: 2 (4) ϭ 40.17, p Ͻ .001, for revision quality: 2 (4) ϭ 9.42, p ϭ .05. Overall, these results suggest that localization is an important feature for students' likelihood of implementation. Similar to Nelson and Schunn (2009) , students were more likely to implement a comment if it was localized. However, the results leading to a decrease in revision quality adjusting for all other variables suggests that localized comments may limit the extent to which other more substantive revisions to complex problems were addressed. Note. Coef. ϭ coefficient; AIC ϭ Akaike information criterion. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Note. Coef. ϭ coefficient; AIC ϭ Akaike information criterion. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
NATURE OF FEEDBACK
Focus of Critiques
Students received comments that focused on low prose relatively infrequently (18% of all comments)-perhaps due to the instructions provided to reviewers. More often, students received comments that focused on substance (32% of all comments) or high prose (51% of all comments).
Only high-prose comments had an influence on the likelihood of a comment being implemented. Students were 10% less likely to implement comments that focused on high prose than comments that focused on low prose. However, in contrast to low-prose comments, when high-prose comments were implemented, they led to a 15% higher likelihood of making a revision that improved the quality of the text. Furthermore, when substance comments were implemented, they led to a 22% higher likelihood of making a revision that improved the quality of the text. Importantly, the results from the partial statistical model for implementation were not consistent with the full statistical model (see Column 5 in Table 4 ). When not controlling for the other feedback features, high-prose comments appeared not to affect the implementation rate; rather students were 2% more likely to implement substance comments than comments that focused on low prose. By contrast, the results from the partial statistical model for revision quality were consistent with the full statistical model (see Column 5 in Table 5 ). These partial statistical models were a significantly better fit than the baseline model, for implementation: 2 (2) ϭ 939.46, p Ͻ .001, for revision quality: 2 (2) ϭ 41.81, p Ͻ .001. In the absence of the other features, students appeared to place a higher value on the substance comments. However, when other features are accounted for, this affect disappears and students tended to avoid high-prose comments. Note that substance comments were less likely to be localized, and students were more likely to implement localized comments. Thus, when controlling for localization, the relationship between substance comments and localization likely cancelled out the positive effect of localized comments on implementation, and substance comments were no longer a significant predictor. By contrast, high-prose comments were more likely to be mitigated, and students were less likely to implement mitigated comments. Thus, when controlling for mitigation, the relationship between high-prose comments and mitigation likely amplified the negative effect of mitigated comments on implementation, and high-prose comments were more likely to be avoided. Moreover, that the revisions addressing high-prose and substance issues lead to greater improvements in the text quality (see Table 5 , Focus and Full model columns) suggests that when writers attend to these substantive areas in their revision, they are more likely to improve their writing.
Additional Predictors: Influence of the Amount of Feedback
Several control variables were included in the statistical models (i.e., writer ability, reviewer ability, an interaction of writer ability by reviewer ability, the total number of comments received, the number of implementable comments received, the total word count of all the comments received, and the length of each comment). In the baseline model, none of these control variables significantly predicted whether a student implemented a comment (see Column 1 in Table 4 ) or whether a student improved the quality of their draft (see Column 1 in Table 5 ). Despite this lack of significance, we left these control variables in the models because they are theoretically important and the lack of simple effects appears to have been the result of lack of adjustment of correlations with other predictors.
In the full statistical model, the amount of feedback significantly predicted whether a student implemented the comment. Specifically, for each additional comment above the mean, the likelihood of implementing comments was on average 2% lower. By contrast, each additional implementable comment beyond the mean, on average, increased the likelihood of writers implementing comments by 2%. The amount of feedback did not influence revision quality. In the partial statistical models, the significance of the control variables varied. The only partial model in which the amount of feedback significantly predicted implementation was for praise. Additionally, the length of the comments became a significant predictor in the partial model for the focus of feedback. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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In both cases, the log-odds estimate was so low that the change in probability of implementing a comment is negligible. Simply adding more comments did not promote a greater likelihood of implementation but having more implementable comments did. Perhaps implementable comments were perceived as more constructive and increased student motivation to implement, whereas additional comments without a clear prescription were seen as de-motivating. These results suggest that too much feedback could interfere with a student's likelihood of implementation. However, the more criticism a student receives, the more willing he or she is to revise. Perhaps, when the student receives too much praise and not enough criticism, the student may either over estimate his or her performance or experience an overload in working memory (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004; van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005) -that is, while sifting through all the praise comments, important criticisms may be overlooked.
General Discussion
Updated Nature of Feedback Model
The current study provided new information about the effectiveness of feedback features on not only college students' likelihood of implementation of peer feedback but also their ability to revise effectively in response to the feedback (see Figure 4) . Only two feedback features promoted students' likelihood of implementation: A writer was more likely to implement a comment if he or she received more than an average amount of praise, and, at the comment-level, he or she was more likely to implement a comment when the comment was localized. Several feedback features were associated with a lower likelihood of implementation: A writer was less likely to implement a comment that included mitigating praise, offered a solution, or focused on high-prose issues. Fewer feedback features affected students' ability to revise, and these effects contrasted the effects found for implementation. For example, although localized comments were more likely to be implemented, a writer was less likely to improve the quality of his or her paper by implementing those comments. Similarly, even though high-prose comments were less likely to be implemented, a writer was more likely to improve the quality of his or her paper by implementing comments that focused on high-prose issues. Similarly, the revision quality also improved when writers implemented comments focused on issues of substance as opposed to low prose.
We revisited Nelson and Schunn's (2009) nature of feedback model by examining the effectiveness of peer feedback in a new context using more sophisticated statistical analyses and increased statistical power due to a larger sample size. Moreover, we added to the theoretical model by examining a broader set of feedback features (i.e., focus of feedback and amount of feedback) and their effect on not only implementation but also revision quality. Only one of the effects found in the original study was replicated-that is, students were more likely to implement a comment that was localized. In writing, localization can be especially helpful when a problem could occur in multiple locations (e.g., the use of transitions may not be consistent throughout the document). Without localization, a writer might not know how to address a comment that only mentions that there is a problem with some of the transitions. Localization in this context acts similarly to errorflagging within the study of intelligent tutors (Corbett & Anderson, 1991 , 2001 Kumar, 2010 Kumar, , 2012 and to the study of feedback specificity involved in training management students Goodman et al., 2011; . These results are also consistent with the work on feedback in the form of marginalia, where students implement most of the suggestions teachers make in the margins of their papers (Ene & Upton, 2014; Ferris, 1997) .
There were several interesting dissimilarities between the original theoretical model and the updated theoretical model. First, with a much larger sample and the use of more sophisticated statistical analyses, we were able to detect several additional relationships between feedback features and implementation. The original theoretical model uncovered the importance of problem understanding-that is, the presence of solutions, summarization, and localization increased problem understanding and the presence of an explanation about the problem decreased problem understanding (Nelson & Schunn, 2009 ). Here, we did not have measures of underlying factors such as understanding or agreement. Although understanding the underlying mechanism is important, identifying significant relationships is just as important for improving instruction in writing, and for guiding future research on underlying mechanisms.
Another difference between the original theoretical model and the updated theoretical model is the effect of praise. In the original theoretical model, praise was not significantly related to implementation or any of the tested mediators (Nelson & Schunn, 2009 ). In the updated theoretical model, praise was significantly related to implementation. Consistent with prior literature, overall praise may have motivated students to address the problems detected by their peers, as indicated by the increased likelihood of implementation in the current study (Bienstock et al., 2007; Hesketh & Laidlaw, 2002) . However, not all praise was useful. Also consistent with prior literature, when praise was used to mitigate a criticism comment, it undermined the severity of the problem, and students were more likely to ignore the problem (Richardson, 2004; Schlecht, 2008; Shute, 2008) . This inconsistency with the original theoretical model may indicate that some construct other than problem understanding mediates the relationship between praise and implementation. Nelson and Schunn (2009) posited that agreement could possibly mediate this relationship; however, they did not find any evidence to support their hypothesis.
Finally, the effect of solution in the updated theoretical model conflicts with the findings from the original theoretical model. In the original theoretical model, students were more likely to implement a comment that included a solution (Nelson & Schunn, 2009) . However, in the updated theoretical model, there was only a marginal effect of solutions, and moreover, it was in the opposite direction-that is, students were less likely to implement a comment if it only included a solution. Furthermore, the ignored comments tended to be at a higher level. Again, these results are consistent with prior research on more advanced writers (Bitchener, 2012) and when the focus of revisions is errors beyond the grammatical level (Van Beuningen et al., 2012) . Ene and Upton (2014) also speculated that substance feedback at more advanced stages of writing would likely be more complex and, thus, more difficult for students to implement. Perhaps, when given only a solution for a higher-level issue, a student does not have enough information to recognize the problem that the reviewer was suggesting to fix. Without understanding what the problem was or This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
why the existing prose was problematic, the students in our sample chose to ignore the comment. The current study also expanded on the original theoretical model in several ways. First, we more deeply coded several of the features examined in the original theoretical model. While coding for localization, we noticed that students used different techniques to localize a comment. These techniques can range from very specific to more general. Three of these techniques were important markers for the likelihood of implementing a comment: text (i.e., mentioning a specific location-usually with a page and paragraph number), quote (i.e., using a quote to identify where the issue occurred), and general (i.e., mentioning a general location such as the introduction or conclusion). Given the short length of the writing assignment, general localizations typically referred to the first paragraph (introduction) or the last paragraph (conclusion), making this type of localization relatively specific. These results suggest that the more specific the comment is when identifying the location of the issue, the more likely a student would be to include that comment in their revision. We also examined other ways of doing praise (e.g., highly positive, moderately positive), and patterns similar to the ones reported were found. For simplicity, we only included overall praise in the updated theoretical model. An additional feedback feature (i.e., feedback focus) was included in the updated theoretical model. The focus of feedback is especially relevant for Writing in the Discipline environments. We expected that high-prose and substance issues would be more difficult for students to address, and thus, they would be more likely to ignore these comments. Indeed, students were less likely to implement comments that focused on high-prose issues. These findings confirm Ene and Upton's (2014) conclusion. We also included several control variables in the updated theoretical model, such as writer ability, reviewer ability, first draft quality, number of comments, number of implementable comments, and word count. More feedback in general was not as helpful to students as receiving more implementable comments. These results are consistent with the finding that writers may use less effective strategies when sifting through a substantial amount of comments to decide which comments to implement (Ariely, 2000; Iselin, 1988) .
Perhaps more surprising was the lack of effect for writer ability or reviewer ability. Despite substantial evidence in the literature regarding developmental differences in revising for large differences in expertise (e.g., Hayes et al., 1987) , neither writing ability nor reviewer ability predicted the likelihood of a student implementing a comment or the likelihood of a revision improving the quality of the document. Of course, the range of writing ability within a given class is likely to be smaller than ability spans studied in developmental or expertise research.
The most substantial extension of the updated theoretical model was the influence of feedback features on the quality of the revision. Only three feedback features affected students' ability to revise. First, although localized comments were more likely to be implemented, comments that were localized by including a specific location in the text were less likely to improve the quality of the paper. There are several possible interpretations: (a) It may be that localized comments led students to consider revision only in one instance when the problem actually occurred in multiple locations, (b) it may be that less important issues even within problem focus types are more localizable, or (c) it may be that students focusing on localized comments simply chose to implement some comments, and the ones they chose did not lead to higher revision quality. Future research should examine this finding in greater depth. Second, although high-prose comments were less likely to be implemented, revisions associated with high-prose comments were more likely to improve the quality of the paper. Similarly, revisions in response to substance comments were also more likely to improve the quality of the paper. It is not entirely surprising that high-prose and substance issues are more likely to affect the overall document quality than low-prose issues, but it was not necessarily the case that students would be able to repair high-prose or substance issues with sufficiently high success rates on the basis of peer feedback.
Practical Implications
The current study provided evidence to support common reviewing recommendations. Advice about how to provide helpful feedback often suggests including praise (Grimm, 1986; Nilson, 2003; Saddler & Andrade, 2004) and localization (Nilson, 2003) . However, the use of praise and localization should be used with caution. Although praise overall seems to motivate students to revise, mitigating praise appears to interfere with the revisions students should be making. These findings suggest that students might benefit more from reviewing tasks that include a separate dimension where students can comment about what was done well in the paper. Praise may be more useful when it is more specific and not interspersed within the critical comments.
Localization also had contradicting effects on implementation and revision quality. Comments that included a specific location of the issue (via the location in the text, quote, or identifying a general location such as the introductory paragraph or concluding paragraph) were more likely to be implemented but were less likely to improve the quality of the paper.
Finally, given the impact high-prose and substance comments have on revision quality and the difficulty students seem to have dealing with these higher level issues, an increase in support may be needed to promote the use of these comments. Perhaps localization could be used to support students' implementation of high-prose and substance comments.
Caveats and Future Directions
There are several caveats that should be considered. The updated theoretical model of peer feedback was primarily based on a literature review of adult learners and the evidence provided by the current study also involved adult learners. Therefore, caution must be taken when considering younger learners, and future research should be conducted to determine how younger learners respond to feedback in general and peer feedback specifically. Additionally, we would like to note that the ways features influence feedback implementation could be influenced by the way comments are shown to authors (e.g., end comments vs. marginalia) and the ways in which students make changes to documents (e.g., revising handwritten documents vs. electronic documents). This updated model focuses on revising electronic documents using end comments. Future research should extend the model by examining other factors that may interact with how feedback features influence implementation and revision quality.
There are two cautions to the findings about focus that should be considered. First, the rubric used to assess writing quality primarThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ily focused on high-prose and substance. Thus, the findings that only high-prose and substance comments were more likely to improve the quality of the paper may be a function of the rubric, although extensive low-prose issues can influence document understanding. Future research should include a broader writing quality rubric that incorporated a dimension for low prose. Second, focus had the lowest interrater reliability (i.e., ϭ .54). One may wonder whether the focus category should have only two categories rather than three categories. Indeed, the interrater reliability was higher when considering just lower order comments versus higher order comments, which reflects the existence of a gray area between the categories. However, there are important conceptual reasons for using the three categories, especially in the context of Writing in the Discipline courses that strongly value issues of substance per se. Moreover, some of the results are different by the three categories, reinforcing the need to make the three-way distinction and providing predictive validity evidence that our coding was sufficiently robust. Future research should more closely examine these focus categories to determine how to more reliably categorize the focus of feedback. Next, there are several limitations of the updated model that should be addressed in future research. One limitation is that we did not test for potential mediators. The original theoretical model found that relevant feedback features affected problem understanding, which affected implementation. Future research should incorporate this possible mediator along with other potentially relevant mediators (e.g., agreement with comment, motivation, memory load). Another limitation to the updated theoretical model is that it is also based on correlational analyses, although relatively sophisticated correlational analyses that attempt to adjust for a wide range of possible confounds. Future research should replicate the findings in experimental settings where the presence of each feedback feature is manipulated (e.g., some students receive feedback that is localized and some students receive feedback that is not localized).
Finally, we have identified several areas for future research. One feedback feature that has been overlooked is the distinction between implicit and explicit feedback. This distinction might be difficult to code reliably. Moreover, while some researchers strongly believe this distinction is important to consider (Li, 2010) , others argue that all written feedback must be considered explicit (Ellis, 2009; Sheen, 2010) . Thus, we have decided to exclude this feature from the current study and suggest that future research should further examine how to make this distinction reliablyperhaps with multiple categories rather than just as a dichotomous feature. Future research should also follow up on the negative relationship between feedback amount and implementation. There was not enough evidence from the current study to provide a suggestion regarding the optimal length of peer feedback. Therefore, future research should more closely examine the effects of the amount of feedback to support more a concrete recommendation. In addition, future research should examine how interventions can be utilized to improve the quality of students' comments and the consequential effects. Litman and colleagues (Nguyen & Litman, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014; Xiong et al., 2012) have developed tools that automatically detect the absence of localization and solutions in peer feedback. These tools can be used to influence the comments that students produce.
